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  Serviced Office Space UK

4 Hencotes
Hexham NE46 2EJ

Located in one of the most historical northern towns, this workspace is
the perfect place to have offices. Hexham is Tynedale’s biggest town
and gives a unique character to this area with its historic medieval
architecture. Tourists can be delighted by the beautiful buildings such
as Abbey, Moot Hall, or Old Gaol. A short walk away from the building,
visitors can find Sele Park for a pleasant stroll or go to the buzzing
centre for food, shopping and entertainment. This location also
provides excellent connectivity with the A69 dual carriageway to
Newcastle upon Tyne, a railway station and many bus services for
customer convenience and is just two minute walk from Market Square
and all the history that Hexham has to offer.
 
Imagine stepping into a workspace that caters to every need, providing
a perfect blend of convenience and sophistication. From the well-
equipped kitchen area, featuring a sink, coffee machine, and
microwave oven, to the elegant provision of cutlery and crockery,
members will find everything needed at their fingertips to fuel
productivity. Collaboration and communication are seamless with a
designated meeting room for intimate, face-to-face brainstorming
sessions with up to four people, and a dedicated zoom room for
connecting with remote team members or clients. Moving upstairs, the
expansive space invites everyone to settle in and concentrate on the
tasks in style with a statement wood table, a mix of functional and
comfortable seating options, and a standing bench. The cherry on top
is this secure building offers complete peace of mind and flexibility
with a personalized PIN or key card entry system, allowing members to
access their work haven whenever inspiration strikes.
 
transport links
Underground N/A
Train Station Hexham
Road Link A69/A6079
Airport Newcastle Airport
 

Coworking Spaces

• Price : Â£170 pcm
• Min Price : Â£170 pcm
• Total Size : 20 wkstns
• Min Term : 1 mnths
• Max Term : 12 mnths


